Tree Observation

Tree Name
Season
Date

On your visit to KFBG, use your senses to observe the trees:

Sight: Look at a tree, around the tree, and on the ground. What colour are the leaves? Are they all still on the tree, falling or mostly fallen?

Touch: Feel the bark on the trunk, the branches, and the leaves. Describe the texture of the bark.

Smell: Smell the different parts of the tree. Grasp and squeeze a leaf. Any smell?

Sound: Place your ear to the lower trunk of the tree. Listen. Describe any sounds; be careful to describe only the sound of the tree.
Do you think your tree is young, grown up, or old? Do you know the age?

What is special about your tree?

If you could interview this tree, what question would you like to ask it?

Collect a leaf on the ground that is from the tree or closely examine its leaves. Make a leaf rubbing or drawing of the leaf in the following space. Make a rubbing of the bark on the trunk of the tree as well.

I’d like to thank a tree for...